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Target Audience: Researchers and clinicians who are interested in using MRI contrast agents for functional molecular imaging. 
Purpose: MRI contrast agents that can measure the tissue pH are of particular interest to the scientific community because pathologies 
such as cancer and renal tubular acidosis are associated with an altered pH homeostasis.  Gd-DOTA-4AmP5− is a pH-sensitive T1 
relaxivity agent that has been successfully used for pH imaging in vivo.1 However, further translation of this agent to human imaging 
to quantitatively measure pH in vivo is difficult because this probe requires subsequent administration of a pH-insensitive 
concentration maker. This doubles the required imaging time and makes it less attractive in busy imaging clinics.  Chemical exchange 
saturation transfer (CEST) is a novel MRI technique which relies on proton exchange between the bulk water protons and liable 
exchanging protons on endogenous biomolecules or exogenous agents to produce MR image contrast.  Based on CEST mechanism, it 
is possible to create pH responsive agents that can provide a direct measure of pH without knowing the agent concentration in vivo, 
something that Gd3+-based agents cannot do. Two clinically approved drugs, Iopamidol and Iobitridol, were recently assessed as 
diaCEST agents to measure tissue pH.2,3 The purpose of this study was to compare the clinical feasibility of using a frequency-
dependent paraCEST agent4 to map the tissue pH in well-functioning kidneys of healthy mice.  
Methods: MRI was performed on an Agilent 9.4T small animal MRI scanner using a 38-mm diameter quadrature volume coil. 0.4 
mmol/Kg of the Eu-based paraCEST agent was administered via a tail vein catheter and time-dependent Z-spectra were acquired over 
a frequency offset range of ± 60 ppm using a 10 μT pre-saturation hard pulse of 5 s duration. Images were collected using steady state 
gradient echo pulse sequence with centric K-space ordering. B0 inhomogeneity was corrected using WASSR method.5 The Z-spectrum 
from each voxel was fitted to a double-Lorentzian function and frequency corrections were made using self-written Matlab programs. 
Results: To assess the renal pharmacokinetics of the pH sensor, CEST images were acquired continuously following a bolus injection 
of agent. The CEST MRI contrast enhancement was observed immediately after agent injection and quickly reached a maximum value 
of 13% using the entire kidney ROI at 6 min post-injection then decreased with time. CEST contrast was not detected at 14 min post-
injection. To access the effect of B0 inhomogeneity on the resulting pH maps, a B0 map (Figure 1c) was used to correct pH maps to 
eliminate the B0 inhomogeneity effect. The B0 correction did significantly affect the imaging results. Taking the entire right kidney as 
a single region of interest (ROI), the difference between the average pH value before and after B0 correction was 0.2 pH units (Figure 
1d and 1e). The corrected pH maps show the expected pH gradient across the renal cortex, medulla and pelvis. The pH values 
measured in distinct tissue regions of kidney closely matched the pH values measured using a T1 agent.5 

 
Figure 1. (a) Proton density-weighted image showing a coronal view of the kidneys; Z spectrum and MTRasym curve for (b) a selected ROI containing the entire left 
kidney at 5 min post-injection of the agent; (c) B0 map and (d&e) pH maps of kidneys without (d) and with (e) B0 correction. 
Discussion: The CEST signal from the agent was clearly visible at 48 ppm in the 5 min post-injection Z-spectrum (Figure 1b). The 
chemical shift of the exchanging water molecule on the agent (48 ppm) demonstrates the substantial advantage of the paraCEST agent 
over a typical diaCEST agent for in vivo imaging. For diaCEST agents such as Iopamidol, the chemical shifts of the exchanging –NH 
protons in this molecule appear in same range as many other exchangeable protons from bio-molecules present in tissues. The renal 
dynamic contrast enhancement profile shows the paraCEST signal is only detectable over a short time period post-injection. The 
dynamic profile is quite similar to those acquired previously with T1 agent such as Gd-DTPA and with the diaCEST agent, salicylic 
acid, both of which were largely cleared from the body within 15 min after injection. It was generally believed that B0 inhomogeneity 
corrections are less important for paraCEST agents than for diaCEST agents because the exchange peaks in paraCEST agents are 
typically much further away from the bulk water signal.5 The results presented here indicate that B0 corrections may be necessary for 
precise pH mapping (compare Fig. 1d and 1e). 
Conclusion: This study demonstrated for the first time pH maps of the kidney can be obtained in vivo by measuring the frequency of a 
water exchange signal arising from a paraCEST agent without prior knowledge of the agent concentration in vivo. This work supports 
the potential clinical translation of responsive paraCEST agents for MRI.   
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